Neural correlates of reafference: evoked brain activity during motion perception and saccadic eye movements.
The ability to perceive a stable visual environment despite eye movements and the resulting displacement of the retinal image is a striking feature of visual perception. In order to study the brain mechanism related to this phenomenon, an EEG was recorded from 30 electrodes spaced over the occipital, temporal and parietal brain areas while stationary or moving visual stimuli with velocities between 178 degrees/s and 533 degrees/s were presented. The visual stimuli were presented both during saccadic eye movements and with stationary eyes. Stimulus-related potentials were measured, and the effects of absolute and relative stimulus velocity were analyzed. Healthy adults participated in the experiments. In all 36 subjects and experimental conditions, four potential components were found with mean latencies of about 70, 140, 220 and 380 ms. The latency of the two largest components between 100 and 240 ms decreased while field strength increased with higher absolute stimulus velocity for both stationary and moving eyes, whereas relative stimulus velocity had no effect on amplitude, latency and topography of the visual evoked potential (VEP) components. If the visual system uses retinal motion information only, we would expect a dependence upon relative velocity. Since field strength and latency of the components were independent of eye movements but dependent upon absolute stimulus velocity, the visual cortex must use extraretinal information to extract stimulus velocity. This was confirmed by the fact that significant topographic changes were observed when brain activity evoked during saccades and with stationary eyes was compared. In agreement with the reafference principle, the findings indicate that the same absolute visual stimulus activates different neuronal elements during saccades than during fixation.